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ABSTRACT

We report preliminary results for the radiation hardness of (polystryrene) plastic
srintiHator slacks using n .spectrum of energy hardened neutrons from a MAHK-I1I
TIUGA reactor. The total dose ranged from LUO KRad to :jMllad. The correspond-
ing fluence was 3.8xlO13 to -T.SxlO1"1 (u/eni/cm) with the gamma contribution on the
order 2-3% (of fluence). The measurements used Li-6, Li-7 Thermo-luminescence
dosimeters. Radiocbromic/GaF- Chromic film, and activated foils simultaneously
allowing an inter-comparison of these various methods of dosimetry.

1. Introduction

Future collider accelerators will have radiation environments on the order of 106

Rad/yr. At these levels severe radiation damage to scintillator is a real possibility. There
is little existing data on the radiation damage of scintillating materials due to neutrons.
Further what data is available often had large gamma backgrounds or was dominated by
low-energy (thermal) neutrons. A collaboration from Argonne National Laboratory. High
Energy Physics Division (ANL-HEP) and 'lie Nuclear Radiation Center, Washington State
Universitv\Pullman (NRC-VVSU) used a. TRIGA Mark-Ill pool type reactor to perform
neutron radiation damage studies on SCSN 81 scintillating tiles and Yll optical fibers
provided by Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory.

2. Neutron Characterization

The actual exposures were carried out at the TRIGA pool type reactor at the
Nuclear Radiation Center-Washington State University.Pullman using the H-1 beam port.
The neutron beam was characterized through the technique of multiple foil activation ' .
The particular foil reactions used included both threshold and resonance/capture reactions.
These had a known sensitivity over a range of approximately 1 eV to 20 MeV. In order
to minimize gamma contribution to delivered dose, 4 inches of lead was upstream of the
tiles. This additional lead reduced the gamma dose to about lKrad/hr at a power level of
1 MW. For these experiments. 1/4 inch of Boral (Boron Carbide in an aluminum matrix)
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was placed upstream of the lead shielding to remove thermal and resonance neutrons below
10 KeV. The net result of having both materials in the II-l port resulted in approximately
90% of the neutron flux being between .1 MeV and .9 MeV [Figure 1]. Based on KERMA 2

calculations, most of the delivered dose is believed to come from neutrons between .1 MeV
and L MeV [Figure 2].
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Figure 1: Neutron energy spectrum obtained using activation foil analysis

3. Tile Exposures

Sixteen scintillator tile/fiber assemblies were exposed at power levels between 50
KW to 1 MVV, with the corresponding delivered dose between 0.1 MRad and 3 MRad.
Four scintillator layers where exposed at each power setting. Behind each layer were GaF-
Chromic and Radiochromic film dosimeters3. Behind the front and back layers were Li-6 and
Li-7 based thermoluminensce dosimeters. Finally in front of the the scintillator stack was
placed a gold foil (in a cadmium shield). All dosimetry tracked with power setting. Analysis
is continuing for determination of the absolute response from each dosimetry method.

4. Tile Response

The scintillation efficiency was measured before and after irradiation at ANL-HEP
using a Ru-106 source. The Ru-106 was used in an electron spectrometer allowing only
3 MeV electrons (MIPS) to the reach the tile. The light output of the tile/fiber optic
measured using a Hannnamatsu R580 phototube with green extended photocathode coupled
to a Lecroy 2249W CAMAC ADC and readout via an IBM 386 PC. The ADC dat™ was



Figure "2: Neutron KERMA computed from data in Reference 2.
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Figure 3: Tile response relative to initial output , as a function of neutron dose



histogramed allowing a mean and variance to be determined for each tile/fiber optic sample.
The ratio of mean/stand?vd deviation was then calculated allowing a measure of the number
of photoelectrons per MIP before and after an exposure. These data are shown in Figure 3.

The degradation seen in the tiles for neutron irradiation is significantly less than for
a corresponding dose of gamma radiation 3. '
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